MANUFACTURING

ALUMINUM CARTS, CABINETS & DRAWERS

AIR
DRAG
C H A L L E N G E

RE-IMAGINING THE INCREDIBLY POPULAR C02 CAR CHALLENGE TO
MATCH TODAY’S MANUFACTURING PRACTICES AND TECHNOLOGY.
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COMPANY LETTER
Dear Educator,
We hope this letter finds you in good spirits despite the unprecedented challenges that 2020
has presented. Our goal is to provide an engaging, turnkey addition to your STEM curriculum
which will help familiarize students with skills and technologies currently at the forefront of
manufacturing.
Beginning in early 2019 we started collaborating with STEM101 on an innovative project that is
designed to serve as an updated version of the ever-popular C02 Drag Car Challenge which has
engaged and inspired so many generations of STEM students throughout the years.
This project, dubbed the “Air Drag Challenge”, challenges students to design and 3D-print their
own miniature racing vehicles which are powered down a tethered raceway using compressed
air. Students must work within a set of predetermined constraints to ensure that their vehicle is
compatible with the “Launch Box” and the tethered raceway. Rules regarding vehicle in-fill and
dimensions are all laid out in a curriculum supplied by STEM101.
As a company that was born in the motorsports industry, this opportunity to invest in an
accessible school project that also had a drag racing element was simply too exciting to pass
up. Our involvement in STEM education at many levels has steadilly grown along with our
company throughout the years and we thank you for taking the time to consider adding it to your
curriculum.
In this packet you will find a general overview of our company, products we manufacture along
with our processes, and of course the concept behind this exciting new Air Drag Challenge. If
you are interested in adding this project to your curriculum please do not hesitate to get in touch
with the fantastic team at STEM101. CTech is responsible for manufacturing certain elements of
the package, while STEM101 will be in charge of distributing the packages and offering support.

STEM101 CONTACTS

Alan Gomez, PhD | President/CEO
(608-628-3098) (AlanGomez@stem101.org)

CTECH CONTACTS

Max Kittleson | Marketing Support / Project Lead
(414-416-0804) (maxk@ctechmanufacturing.com)
Dean Lee | Vice President
(715-355-8842 ext. 121) (deanl@ctechmanufacturing.com)
Darrell Martin | Marketing Director
(715-355-8842 ext. 130) (darrellm@ctechmanufacturing.com)
Mike Greenheck | Engineering Director
(715-355-8842 ext. 123) (mikeg@ctechmanufacturing.com)
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RACING CULTURE
As a company, CTech was born in the racing industry. 25+ years later, racing is still a big part of our culture. Housed within the
manufacturing space of our headquarters is a championship-winning, professionally-coordinated drag racing team. Headed by company
Founder and Driver Jim Greenheck and Crew Chief Brandon Frank, CTech drag racing continues a championship-winning tradition!

Jim Greenheck Racing Shop | CTech Headquarters

ORGANIZE TO WIN

We’re serious about organization at CTech, and our drag shop
epitomizes the old saying ‘Organize To WIN!’ Fully equipped with
CTech shop cabinets and carts, our drag shop serves as a model for
optimal shop efficiency. Also stored in the manufacturing space is
the teams ‘shop-on-wheels’, ShowHauler race rig, which is also fully
equipped with CTech mobile cabinets.

Car:
JBRC/Carbon Fiber Bodied
2012 Chevrolet Camaro
Class:

NHRA Competition Eliminator
NHRA C/AA Record Holder: 7.15 @ 189.44 MPH
NHRA D/AA Record Holder: 7.52 @ 178.80 MPH

THE TEAM

Jim Greenheck | Driver/Owner
Brandon Frank | Crew Chief / Engineer
...And possibly you!

CHAMPIONS
2018 SEASON

ABOUT
THE PRODUCTS

Our Aluminum Carts, Cabinets, Drawers, and CopBox storage systems are as impressive as they are innovative. With exclusive
features such as MotionLatch™ drawer handles and Adjust-A-Loc shelving, we’re leading the storage industry in creating
intuitive, lightweight, and configurable storage systems for a nearly unlimited range of applications.

Markets Served:
• Motorsports
• Industrial
• Display
• Retail
• Defense

• Hobbyist
• Garage/Shop
• Education
• Railroad
• Automotive

• Work Trucks
• RV/Recreational
• Sanitation
• Marine
• Utilities

• Law Enforcement
• First Responders
• Adventure
• Security
• Surveilance
...And Many, Many More!

THE COMPANY

Established: 1994
Founder/President: Jim Greenheck
Vice President: Dean Lee
Manufacturing Space: 156,000 Sq. Ft.
Location: Weston, WI
Employees: 60+

CTech Manufacturing was established in the early 90’s out of a
need for a lighter, stronger, higher quality aluminum cabinet for race
trailers. Jim Greenheck, owner and racer himself, developed CTech’s
exclusive MotionLatchTM drawer and door handle which allow for
One Hand One Motion opening and closing/latching for transport.
With its patented design the MotionLatchTM has been an industry
leader since its development.
ORIGINAL CTECH PIT CART

Our growing engineering team is working constantly to push the
boundaries of storage manufacturing, and we need your talent to
keep the innovation stream running! Contact us today!

Newly expanded and equipped, our 156,000 square foot facility may not be the largest manufacturing facility in the midwest, but it is
one of the most technologically advanced. Utilizing lean manufacuting processes and parametric design, our production capabilities are
unmatched in the storage industry. We have the technology and the man-power to design and build the next generation of products.
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FUELING INNOVATION
FROM DESIGN...

Innovation is a cornerstone of our business. Lean manufacturing
processes have allowed CTech to deliver high-performance storage options to an increasing range of industries. We utilize parametric design to model and manufacture our storage products,
which streamlines manufacturing and allows for greater customization and personalization at a sustainable speed. Our engineering
staff has done an incredible job to push the boundaries of manufacturing and storage design, strengthening CTech as a company
and helping us gain a reputation as THE MOST RESPECTED NAME
IN STORAGE!

<Photo Of New Prima Power Or Powder Coat>

...TO DELIVERY...

The final build quality of our products is unmatched in the
storage industry. Constant re-investment in our manufacturing
technologies gives us more control over the fit and finish of each
cart, cabinet, and drawer that comes out of our manufacturing
process. Thanks to our newest 80,000 sq. ft. expansion in 2018,
our manufacturing space now houses:

• Multiple Prima Power Automated Punch/
Bend/Shear Machines
• State-Of-The-Art Powder Coat Line
• Automated Assembly Aides
• Automated Shrink-Wrapping Machine
• Fully-Equipped Prototyping Shop

...AND BEYOND!

New for 2019 is a dedicated Research & Development facility located just down the road from our manufacturing headquarters in
Weston, Wisconsin. This exciting location will host the storage industry’s next big innovations. Inside you’ll find various prototyping
methods and bright individuals hard at work to further push the boundaries of CTech manufacturing might.

CNC Machining

• 3D Printing • Advanced Modeling

INNOVATIVE AIR DRAG CHALLENGE
BACKGROUND

The Air Drag Challenge was created by studying
existing hands-on curriculum, and identifying
areas where updates and improvements could
be implemented to boost student engagement
and skills relevant to today’s marketplace.
The Air Drag Challenge represents a major
improvement to the widely popular C02 Car
Challenge, which relies on compresessed C02
gas to propel student-build wodden racecars
down a guided runway.
OLD C02 CAR
•

Carved Wood

•

Traditional Drafting

•

C02 Cartridge-Driven

NEW AIR DRAG CAR
•

3D Printed

•

Computer Drafting

•

Compressed Air-Driven

PURPOSE

The Air Drag Challenge gives students the
opportunity to develop skills directly related to
designing, engineering, and manufacturing a
dynamic vehicle.
Students may, or may not, have the freedom to
adjust performance-influencing build factors
such as vehicle dimension and profile, print infill, etc.
Constraints and vehicle design freedom can
be adjusted to match middle, high-school, and
even higher-education difficulty levels.

DELIVERABLES

• CTech Launch Box
• Threaded String
• Drag Car Wheels
• Example Curriculum
• Dremel 3D Printer (Optional)
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EXAMPLE SETUP

CTECH LAUNCH BOX
WHAT IS IT?

The “Launch Box” is designed to evenly distribute a burst of compressed air to the 3D printed
cars via small-diameter clear tubes. The box itself is manufactured by CTech Manufacturing and
houses pneumatic lines, distribution valve block, “Go Baby Go” button, and four (4) separate
launch tubes.
The recommended air supply pressure is ~120 PSI for most hallway-length (~50 feet)
applications, but this can be adjusted and controlled to adapt to shorter or longer runs. Pressure
can be attained by connecting a traditional bike tire inflator or motorized air pump. The Launch
Box comes mostly pre-built and ready to race in the STEM101 kit.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

1. Air supply enters a green tube extending out of the rear of the launch box.
2. Pressure builds up in lines housed within the box.
3. A small valve block controlled by the “Go” button releases air through the launch tubes.
One or all launch tubes can be occupied by vehicles without distrupting even distribuiton of the air supply.

DISTANCE/HOME EDUCATION
ALTERNATE LEARNING SCENARIOS

While the CTech Air Drag Challenge was developed for traditional in-class learning,
alternate learning scenarios are available. Both home-schooled and COVID-restricted
students can experience the Air Drag Challenge thanks to outside resources and/or
restricted testing guidelines. Some alternate case scenarios are:

COVID-Safe Testing (Traditional/Hybrid Learning)

With the exception of final testing/racing process (using the Launch Box), much of the
Air Drag Challenge curriculum can be completed by students at home. In scenarios where
students are not allowed on campus, or allowed in small groups:
Vehicle Design Process: Can be completed as usual by students at home with access to
the correct software and learning assets.
Alternate Vehicle Printing Process: Students may send their design files to faculty
member, who can print vehicles on-campus. Local makerspaces may also provide
equipement necessary for students to print vehicles themselves.
Alternate Vehicle Testing Process: Gather on-campus in small groups, on a staggered
schedule, to facilitate normal testing procedure. Or, faculty tests all vehicles and posts
results for students to access.

Home Learning (Full-Time/Hybrid Learning)

Home-learning scenarios are most likely going to miss out on the fun and fanfare of
testing their creations in a larger group with the Launch Box. However, much of the
curriculum can be completed by students at home, and outside resources may be able to
aid in the 3D printing process. In scenarios where campus is not accessible whatsoever:
Vehicle Design Process: Can be completed as usual by students at home with access to
the correct software and learning assets.
Alternate Vehicle Printing Process: Local makerspaces, or traditional brick & mortar
schools may be able to provide temporary access to 3D printers.
Alternate Vehicle Testing Process: In cases where no Launch Box is available, testing
may be restriced to ballistic calculations (high school level rq’d). Or, testing may be
outsourced to nearest Launch Box-equipped school.

Makerspace Resources

Local makerspaces (sometimes called ‘Fab Labs’ or ‘Hackerspaces’) are popping up all
over the country. These public spaces can help provide 3D printing and other hands-on
resources for students who do not have access to campus. Locate your nearest space:
•
•
•

Fablabs.io
MakerDirectory.com
HackerSpaces.org
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ABOUT STEM101
(Click logo to visit website)

ABOUT THE STEM ACADEMY

The STEM Academy, Inc. is a national non-profit organization dedicated to advancing
economic development by improving STEM literacy for all students. Our meta-disciplinary,
state and national standards-based STEM curriculum creates student pathways for
industry and post-secondary advancement. We validate instructor and school competency
through national standard STEM instructor certification and STEM school accreditation
practices.Our approach is designed to improve under-represented minority and lowincome student growth, close achievement gaps, decrease dropout rates, increase high
school graduation rates, and improve teacher and principal effectiveness.
We represent a national next-generation high impact academic model that targets all
schools and is for all students.You and I want our lives to matter. We want our lives to
make a real difference, to be of genuine consequence in the world. We know that there
is no satisfaction in merely going through the motions, even if those motions make us
successful, or even if we have arranged to make those motions pleasant. We want to know
we have made some impact on the world. In fact, you and I want to contribute to the quality
of life. We want to make the world work.
•
•
•
•

Distance Learning Projects
Corporate Connections Projects
Fast-Track Hiring Events
Middle/High-School STEM Curriculum

AL GOMEZ, PHD
Chief Academic Officer &
Co-Founder

WE BUILD...

MANUFACTURING

ALUMINUM CARTS, CABINETS & DRAWERS

...IT BETTER!
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